A new approach to the human muscle model.
Hill's (1938) two component muscle model is used as basis for digital computer simulation of human muscular contraction by means of an iterative process. The contractile (CC) and series elastic (SEC) components are lumped components of structures which produce and transmit torque to the external environment. The CC is described in angular terms along four dimensions as a series of non-planar torque-angle-angular velocity surfaces stacked on top of each other, each surface being appropriate to a given level of muscular activation. The SEC is described similarly along dimensions of torque, angular stretch, overall muscle angular displacement and activation. The iterative process introduces negligible error and allows the mechanical outcome of a variety of normal muscular contractions to be evaluated parsimoniously. The model allows analysis of many aspects of muscle behaviour as well as optimization studies. Definition of relevant relations should also allow reproduction and prediction of the outcome of contractions in individuals.